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ABSTRACT

Translation is a process of interpreting a source language (SL) into a target language (TL) to assure that the meaning or messages will be similar approximately. In interpreting the source language, translation shifts are oftentimes found. Translation shifts mean linguistic changes in translating source language to target language. This study aims at finding out occurrences of the category and dominant shifts in song translation products from English into Indonesia by English students.

This research used descriptive qualitative design to draw data on translation shifts. The data were taken from song lyrics entitled Perfect by Ed Sheeran and Beyonce as source language and translation products as the target language from student groups of 2014 and 2015 grades.

After analysing the data, there were 2 translation products of English students calculated the total shifts found around 165 translation shifts that consisted of 31 structure shifts, 9 class shifts, 57 unit shifts, and 68 intrasystem shifts from the products. Overall, the most dominant shift found was intrasystem shifts.

Keywords: Translation Shift, Song, Translation Products.
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